
Portal 20 –  
CoXexus NetsWorth 

 

CoXexus Reserve and Trade Token 
Issues –RTTI –  
 
CoXexus Currents  – Resource Exchange 
flow functions. 
 



CoXeXus Netsworth (first X in the brand 
represents 2 n’s connected like with a 
blockchain and is in a larger font.)  
 
NetsWorth is a Token Network based on 
shared values. 
 
  

  

 
  
 



ConneXusNet is a worldwide Valuation 
Verification Platform.  
The use of tConneXusNet as transaction 
intermediary with progressive security 
verification of parties involved ensure 
ethical and confident valuations and 
Commodity and Innerprise Reserve 
issuances.     
By eliminating gaming and the risks of 
transaction, this platform will interest any 
party who treasure security, efficiency and 
confidentiality.   



Worldwide accessibility and global payment 
enforceability will empower traders to accelerate 
their trading cycles.   
 
 By Eliminating trading frauds and reducing 
trading costs, ConneXusNet will attract an active 
continuous participation from the commodity 
trading communities, such as public and private 
commodities traders, business assets purchasers 
and sellers, regional and global commodity 
brokers, and commodities producers in the 
developed and developing countries. 
   



Valuation Verification 
Platform 

ConneXusNet functions as a Private Network and 
Peer to Peer Platform for Commodity Reserve and 
Innerprise Reserve Issuers to Trade, Import & 
Export of Good and engage in WHolomid  
Financial Transactions. 

It permits a complete confidential escrow transaction 
service for Commodity Reserve and Innerprise 
Reserve Creators interfacing with buyers and 
sellers ensuring that they are interacting with a 
true supplier or buyer without having to share 
their sensitive information to uncertain parties. 

 



The trading of commodities 
consists both of direct physical 
trade and derivatives trading.  

CoXexus Netsworth focuses on 
physical trading.  

   
CoXeXus Netsworth trading 
 is any transaction where real 

product is delivered. 



Smartchain Architecture 



This blockchain design also applies to Reserve 
Generation 

  
Smartchain Contract Flowchart 





CoXeXus Netsworth is in a prime 
position to capitalize on the pent-up 
need for a secure and ethical trading 
platform in the commodity and other 
assets trading space.  Both Internet and 
non-internet enrollment will be 
employed to gain market penetration 
for rapid acceptance.  

 
 
 



Social-media and personal networking 
campaigns to design to introduce this platform 
to the commodity trading communities.  Social 
networks such as LinkedIn, and, Xing. 
 Search Engine Optimization to bring up the 
visibility of the platform with key words, 
whitepapers, and videos directing to educate 
traders and brokers alike. 
 
 Educational web presentations to promote the 
advantages of CoXeXus NetsWorth platform to 
brokers and traders. Reaching for alliances. 



Worldwide accessibility and global payment 
enforceability will empower traders to 
accelerate their trading cycles.   
 
By eliminating trading frauds and reducing 
trading costs, CoXeXus NetsWorth will 
attract an active continuous participation 
from the commodity trading communities, 
such as public and private commodities 
traders, business assets purchasers and 
sellers, regional and global commodity 
brokers, and commodities producers in the 
developed and developing countries. 



CoXeXus NetsWorth functions as a Private 
Network and Peer to Peer Platform for 
Commodity Reserve and Innerprise Reserve 
Issuers to Trade, Import & Export of Good 
and engage in  Financial Transactions. 
 

 
 



It permits a complete confidential 
escrow transaction service for 

Commodity Reserve and Innerprise 
Reserve Creators interfacing with 

buyers and sellers ensuring that they 
are interacting with a true supplier or 
buyer without having to share their 
sensitive information to uncertain 

parties. 



Problems plaguing current 
trading channels include lack 
of verification of buyers and 
sellers authenticity and 
information leading often to 
failed transactions and even 
fraud.  
 



Distinct competitive service 
advantages over the conventional 
trading channels using banks include: 
Honest Authentication and Verification 
Speed and Efficiency and Simplicity to 
complete 
Acquiring customers with trust and 
confidence 
Stopping frauds and time wasters 
Ensuring funds distribution to all 
parties involved 



Success Factors 
CoXeXus NetsWorth differentiates from other trading 

platforms by establishing a progressive security levels 
system among the buyer and seller ensuing credibility and 
trust with all parties.   To engage in a trade on CoXeXus 
NetsWorth, both trading parties must develop their 
prospective security levels from the initial Level 5 (Bronze) 
to highest Level 1 (Rare Earth) prior to the consummation 
of the contracts/covenants.  As each party migrates up on 
the security ladder, increasing documentation and 
verification requirements are established into the process 
to correspond the needs of each the transactional step in 
order to proceed to the next step.  This parallel process 
eliminates gaming and deception that are currently 
plaguing the trading international commodity industry.  

 



 



Definition of Escrow 
 Traditionally, the correct definition of an escrow is the holding of funds, 

goods, documents or intellectual property by a trusted third party pending 
fulfillment of certain conditions – and an example of the way an escrow can 
work in a real estate transaction for instance is as follows: -  

 A property investor in country A has identified a piece of real estate in 
country B that meets his specific criteria…instead of sending the entire asking 
price for the property to the vendor in country B and trusting that upon 
receipt they will transfer the title deeds into the name of the property investor, 
the investor can send the funds to a licensed escrow agent in a reputable 
offshore jurisdiction.  The vendor of the property in country B will send the 
title deeds to the escrow agent as well and when the agent is in receipt of both, 
the funds and deeds will be transferred. Fees 

 Transaction fees are dependent on the circumstances and what are required 
plus nominal Bank charges. It is usual that the Escrow fees are paid % by the 
buyer and % by the seller out of closing. Another percentage amount is paid to 
all intermediate parties on buyer and seller sides administered by Paymaster. 
Percentages depend on the type of transaction and agreements reached, the 
amount of involvement ConneXusNet has ,profit margins for transaction item, 
size of transaction, etc.. 

 



Holomid Escrow Service 
 A key component of an ethnical Exchange service. 

By reputation, a party who does not honor the 
escrow agreement is quickly reduced in what they 
can issue 

 What is an Holomid Escrow Agent in Simple 
Terms? 

 A Holomid Escrow Agent is a trusted third party, 
who ensures a safe, efficient and quick method of 
valuating and issuing Reserves on a global basis. 

 The Escrow Agent can accept Reserves into a 
reserve escrow account from the Issuer and confirm 
to the receiver that the Reserves are held pending 
delivery or confirmed shipment, or in the case of 
Innerprise Reserves, an approved verification by a 
Connext Group. 



What is an Reserve Escrow 
Agreement? 

 
A Reserve Escrow agreement is an agreement between two or 

more sovereign beings that is monitored by a third party 
agency.  

Once the terms of a transaction are confirmed between the 
parties, neither party can change the terms of the agreement 
without both parties agreeing.  

This effectively prevents either the buyer or seller changing the 
agreement for some advantage. Once the Escrow Agreement 
has been signed by both parties the Reserve Issuing 
transaction can go ahead quickly, safely and efficiently 

 



Word of Mouth 
 Word of Mouth – Everyone is more or less linked to someone else. 

Our first focus is on intermediaries who could also be able to 
function as brokers to see transaction through to completion. They 
are in the core Connext Group. We could easily attract hundreds 
of parties interested in participating as intermediaries.  These will 
be the pathway to the real buyers and sellers and Resource Note 
Generators. 

 Research and recommendation of very targeted e-mail lists. 
Limited banner advertisements on web sites focused on 
commodity trading. Strategic Alliances and Partnerships 
with groups that have connections. Development of key 
partnerships with other trade portals. These relationships 
will facilitate transactions. 

 



Advertising and Promotion 
Tracking 

 
To maximize our advertising, we will carefully monitor:  

Unique visitors generated by inquiry method, ad or 
promotion 

Number of qualified members generated by ad or promotion 

Which ads are generating the best quality of member. 

Cost  ratios for each ad or promotion 

Customer participation & polling services 

Internet search engines & blogs 

Mobile smart phone integration 

Multiple forms of print and direct marketing 



The Internet makes it possible for campaigns to 
go viral very fast. However, the Internet and in 
particular, social media technologies do not 
make a brand viral; they just enable people to tell 
other people faster. The Internet can make a 
brand famous overnight. 
  
No matter how prescient are designers and how 
well thought out the design strategy, there is no 
way to design a perfect social web site that 
doesn’t need ongoing management and 
designated caretakers. Hence the raises. 



Use and users are always changing, always adapting and 
pushing the limits of your software. Moderation and 
curation is a full-time job.  
 
Proof of Moderation and Proof of Curation are ways to 
earn tokens.  
 
All back end programming must be completed to 
conduct transactions, access and manage the social share 
tree in a decentralized manner, at least Locamid 
Managed. Also, calculations of disbursement channels.  
  
We design this to be as decentralized as possible. 
Though it may seem easier to centralize. 


